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Abstract

In the present paper, we argue that colloquial German has a fully grammaticalized article which simultaneously expresses definite type reference and indefinite token reference. Apart from semantically justifying the article son as appropriate in clearly delineated contexts, we also provide evidence for its entirely regular status based on facts of cross-paradigmatic coherence, information structural effects, and co-occurrence restrictions with other articles. A survey of translational equivalents in other languages uncovers similar phenomena and supports the general claim.

1 (In-)Definiteness and the type-token distinction in Standard German

Grammars of German invariably distinguish a definite and an indefinite article. Both of them inflect for case and gender. Definite articles also inflect for number, whereas there is no plural form of the indefinite article in German, this being a reflex of its lexical origin, the numeral ein(s) "one". The respective paradigms are given in table 1 and table 2.

1 We would like to thank Volker Gast, Insa Golzow and Peter Siemund for valuable discussion concerning this paper, and Zhang Ning for checking our Chinese. Moreover, we have benefited from the comments made by an anonymous reviewer who has directed our attention towards several publications dealing with aspects of the German article system which we had not been aware of.
In more traditional syntactic frameworks, articles were taken to adjourn to nouns or nominals to form complex noun phrases; in recent years the generative idea that articles are actually functional heads taking nouns or nominals as complements has been influential (cf. Abney 1987 and successive work in this tradition). In this framework, if a noun and an article are combined the resulting expression is no longer a noun phrase, but rather a DP (determiner phrase), and it is DPs, not NPs which figure as argument expressions. For the discussion in this paper the difference between the DP approach and the NP approach is irrelevant.

A lot of research has been devoted to determining the exact meaning of definite and indefinite articles (cf., for instance, Hawkins 1978, van der Auwera (ed.) 1980, Barwise & Cooper 1981, Heim 1982, Vater 1984, Chesterman 1991 or Bisle-Müller 1991). We will endorse the traditional view which says that by using a nominal with a definite article reference to all the members of a set of contextually salient referents is made. The class to which the referents belong is specified by the common noun. Singular definites are cases in which the set of contextually salient referents has only one member. Argument expressions with indefinite articles are used to refer to some member, and necessarily not all members, of the set of referents which belong to the class referred to by the nominal. The indefinite article itself does not signal whether a particular or just any member of the class denoted by the nominal is referred to.

Another important semantic distinction in the domain of argument expressions involves the reference to types or tokens. The lexicon of German and other languages provides a number of expressions to make clear that what is referred to by an argument expression is not a certain individual mass or item, but rather a type; cf. (1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>masculine</th>
<th>feminine</th>
<th>neuter</th>
<th>plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>der</td>
<td>die</td>
<td>das</td>
<td>die</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dem</td>
<td>der</td>
<td>dem</td>
<td>den</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>masculine</th>
<th>feminine</th>
<th>neuter</th>
<th>plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ein</td>
<td>eine</td>
<td>ein</td>
<td>ein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eines</td>
<td>einer</td>
<td>eines</td>
<td>einen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>einem</td>
<td>einer</td>
<td>einem</td>
<td>einen</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1

Table 2

In (1) the indefinites have only been mentioned in connection with articles, but the indefinite article is just one example of a type of expression which can be used to make the reference to types or tokens clear. Other expressions, such as the English classifier *pair* (as in "a pair of shoes") or the Greek preposition *kefалι* (as in "κεφαλι τεχνητης") play a similar role. The presence of such expressions indicates that the kind of reference made by a DP is type-based. This is relevant to the proposal that definite articles may be understood to refer to specific individuals (cf. Abney 1987).

If tokens of a quantified mass are to be referred to, measure words or container words combined with mass nouns can ensure the relevant interpretation unequivocally (2a.). For count nouns unambiguous token reference cannot be expressed with comparable ease: as (2b.) shows, count nouns with determiners are systematically ambiguous between a type interpretation and a token interpretation.

If one wants to mark token reference for referents of count nouns explicitly, one of a group of lexical nouns denoting single items as in (3) may be used.

These nouns, however, do not take nominal complements, as can be seen from the ungrammatical nominal complements in (3).

Type-token ambiguities are usually illustrated by using argument expressions with demonstratives as in (2b.). We would like to stress the fact that the same ambiguity arises with definite and indefinite articles. A passionate knitter will think of a token interpretation of *einen Pullover* ‘a jumper’ when uttering (4a.); the owner of a knitting factory will, on the other hand, have a type of jumper in her mind if she utters (4b.) in a situation in which 10,000 jumpers have been knitted. (5) displays the same contrast with the definite article.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>masculine</th>
<th>feminine</th>
<th>neuter</th>
<th>plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diese Art</td>
<td>Diese Sorte</td>
<td>Dieser Typ Rotwein</td>
<td>P ullover ist besonders teuer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘This kind/This sort/This type of red wine/jumper is particularly expensive.’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>masculine</th>
<th>feminine</th>
<th>neuter</th>
<th>plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dieser</td>
<td>dieser</td>
<td>dieser</td>
<td>dieser</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(2) a. *dieser Flasche* | *dieser Liter* | *dieses Glas* | *dieses Gläser* | *Rotwein* |
| ‘this bottle/this litre/this little glass of red wine’ |

b. *dieser Pullover* |
| ‘this type of (particular) jumper’ |

(3) a. *dieses Exemplar* | *(Buch)* | *(Stück)* | *(Teil)* | *(Kleidungsstück)* |
| *(book)* | *(piece)* | *(furniture)* | *(piece of clothing)* |
| *‘this copy’* |

These nouns, however, do not take nominal complements, as can be seen from the ungrammatical nominal complements in (3).

Type-token ambiguities are usually illustrated by using argument expressions with demonstratives as in (2b.). We would like to stress the fact that the same ambiguity arises with definite and indefinite articles. A passionate knitter will think of a token interpretation of *einen Pullover* ‘a jumper’ when uttering (4a.); the owner of a knitting factory will, on the other hand, have a type of jumper in her mind if she utters (4b.) in a situation in which 10,000 jumpers have been knitted. (5) displays the same contrast with the definite article.

(4) a. **INDEFINITE TOKEN**

Ich habe gestern einen Pullover gestrickt.

‘I knitted a jumper yesterday.’

b. **INDEFINITE TYPE**

Wir haben gestern einen Pullover gestrickt.

‘We knitted a jumper yesterday.’

(5) a. **DEFINITE TOKEN**

Ich habe gestern den grünen Pullover fertiggestrickt.

‘Yesterday I finished (knitting) the green jumper.’

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{masculine} & \text{feminine} & \text{neuter} & \text{plural} \\
\hline
\text{nominative} & \text{der} & \text{die} & \text{das} & \text{die} \\
\hline
\text{genitive} & \text{des} & \text{der} & \text{das} & \text{der} \\
\hline
\text{dative} & \text{dem} & \text{der} & \text{den} & \text{den} \\
\hline
\text{accusative} & \text{den} & \text{die} & \text{das} & \text{die} \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]
2 Crossing the concepts

We have seen in the preceding paragraph that the use of the definite or the indefinite article is independent of the matter whether reference to a type or reference to a token is expressed. This means it should be possible to keep apart four logical types of reference as depicted in table 3.

Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TOKEN</th>
<th>TYPE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DEFINITE</td>
<td>der</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDEFINITE</td>
<td>ein</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

But obviously this bigger number of categories is not reflected by the system of German articles. There are simply no more articles to keep apart type interpretations from token interpretations in these cases. Another picture emerges if we think of the (in-)definiteness of tokens as being logically independent of the (in-)definiteness of types. This will give us four complex types of reference as depicted in table 4.

Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TOKEN</th>
<th>TYPE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DEFINITE</td>
<td>(6a.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDEFINITE</td>
<td>(6c.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Before turning to the relevant examples in (6) two caveats are necessary. We are not fully confident of the mutual independence of the two dimensions. It may be the case that definite token reference precludes indefinite type reference and that we are actually dealing with a hierarchical system of the following kind: definite vs. indefinite token; among indefinite tokens: definite vs. indefinite type. In the following we will not consider cases of definite token/indefinite type reference. If this type of reference exists at all it is at best marginal. The second proviso has to do with the matter of situational embeddings. In order to keep the examples short and comparable we will, wherever possible, only use a small set of minimally different situations as contextual embeddings. For the evaluation of these examples it will be crucial to think of the colour specification gran ‘green’ as identifying the contextually salient type of jumper whenever definite type reference is intended. Unless marked otherwise (see section 4), all articles should be taken not to bear focal stress so that, in the case of definites, Bisle-Müller’s (1991) easy reference (‘problemlose Referenz’) is ensured. Now consider the examples in (6).

(6) a. DEFINITE TOKEN & DEFINITE TYPE
(While talking about a particular green jumper (token) in a shop)
Kaufst du mir den Pullover?
‘Will you buy me the jumper?’

b. INDEFINITE TOKEN & DEFINITE TYPE
(While talking about green jumpers in a shop)
??Kaufst du mir einen Pullover?
‘Will you buy me a jumper?’

(-) DEFINITE TOKEN & INDEFINITE TYPE
(while talking about jumpers in a shop)
Kaufst du mir einen Pullover?
‘Will you buy me a jumper?’

This time the two articles do not suffice. The use of the indefinite article in (6b.) is slightly inappropriate if the context has it that the class of green jumpers among other possible types is relevant. If it is uttered in the context given for it it remains unclear whether the desired jumper should be green or not. We would like to suggest now that colloquial varieties of (Northern) German have a fully grammaticalized third article which figures precisely in contexts like (6b.), i.e. in contexts in which an indefinite token of a salient type is referred to. This article is son, sone, son, (simply referred to as son in the following) which is diachronically probably a contraction of so ein, so eine, so ein ‘such a’. Its inflectional endings are identical to those of ein, eine, ein, with the exception of the plural (cf. also Duden Grammatik 1995: 276 on so(lch) ein(e), but there no plural forms are acknowledged; Henn-Memmesheimer 1986: 199f. does not distinguish the levels of type vs. token reference in her discussion of forms like so’n or soar). The whole paradigm is given in table 5.

Table 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>masculine</th>
<th>feminine</th>
<th>neuter</th>
<th>plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nominative</td>
<td>son</td>
<td>sone</td>
<td>son</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>genitive</td>
<td>(sones)</td>
<td>(soner)</td>
<td>(sones)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dative</td>
<td>sonem</td>
<td>soner</td>
<td>sonem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>accusative</td>
<td>son</td>
<td>sone</td>
<td>son</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The optional inflected plural forms do not conform to the paradigm of *ein because there are no plural forms of the indefinite article, as can be seen in Table 2 (cf. also the brief discussion in Henn-Memmesheimer 1986: 194ff., 198). Memmesheimer does not acknowledge the existence of an article *son*, though. Instead, the paradigm conforms to a general regularity in German pronominal paradigms by using forms for the plural that are built upon a form identical with the nominative feminine singular. Eisenberg (1994) assumes German to have four articles. Apart from the definite and the indefinite article he also identifies the adnominal possessive pronouns mein, dein, sein and the adnominal negation word *kein* as articles in a narrow sense. These additional articles do have plural forms, and they are entirely parallel to the plural forms of *son* first, their nominative plural is identical to the nominative feminine singular and, secondly, they have the same plural endings as *son*. The genitival row of *son*, with the possible exception of uninfluenced *so* in the genitive plural, is probably an artifact: the varieties of German that have *son* as an article make no productive use of the genitive case at all, except with proper names. The genitival paraphrase will usually involve the preposition *von* plus a dative complement.2 Another argument to support the claim that *son* is not just a contraction of *so* ein, which would only be of phonological relevance, comes from the asymmetry with pronominal *so* ein *einer* 'one like that'. If *son* were just an optional contraction of *so* ein, then we would expect to find optional pronominal *son* (*<* pronominal *so* ein *einer*) in colloquial German as well. This form does not exist, though. This fact is even more striking as *son* does occur as a regular form in the paradigm of *son*; cf., for instance, the feminine dative singular form in *auf soner Straße* 'on a street like that'.

3 Contextual appropriateness

Now let us check how *son* fares in each of the contexts delineated above.

(7)  

a. DEFINITE TOKEN & DEFINITE TYPE  
   (While talking about a particular green jumper (token) in a shop)  
   Kaufst du mir *son* Pullover?  
   'Will you buy me a jumper like this?'  
   (lit. 'Will you buy me such a jumper?')

b. INDEFINITE TOKEN & DEFINITE TYPE  
   (While talking about different green jumpers in a shop)  
   Kaufst du mir *son* Pullover?  
   'Will you buy me a jumper like this?'

c. INDEFINITE TOKEN & INDEFINITE TYPE  
   (While talking about jumpers in a shop)  
   Kaufst du mir *son* Pullover?  
   'Will you buy me a jumper like this?'

The question in (7b.) is perfect in the context given for it. In the contexts given in (7a.) and (7c.), the questions are only appropriate with some accommodation or deictic action. If (7a.) is asked in the given context, the question abstracts away from the particular jumper at hand and shifts to any jumper belonging to the same class as the salient jumper. The case of (7c.) is similar, i.e. the speaker also abstracts away from a particular item. But in order to do so in (7c.), the token must be identified; this can be done by pointing at the item whose type is referred to. The conclusion is that in each non-prototypical case in which *son* is used felicitously, accommodation or deictic action will have to support the act of reference. These examples are evidence in favour of our analysis because we are able to predict what kind of accommodation or deictic action is necessary to make the use of *son* fit in each case. It is always those means that ensure reference to a particular type, whereas the exact token does not matter.

4 Focusing and definiteness

For further support of our analysis let us investigate intonational contrasts more closely.

(8)  

a. DEFINITE TOKEN & DEFINITE TYPE  
   (While talking about different salient jumpers in a shop)  
   Kaufst du mir DEN Pullover?  
   'Will you buy me THAT jumper?'  
   (lit. 'Will you buy me THE jumper?')

b. INDEFINITE TOKEN & DEFINITE TYPE  
   (While talking about different salient types of jumpers in a shop window)  
   Kaufst du mir Sonen Pullover?  
   'Will you buy me a jumper like THIS?'  
   (lit. 'Will you buy me SUCH a jumper?')

c. INDEFINITE TOKEN & INDEFINITE TYPE  
   (While talking about jumpers in a shop)  
   Kaufst du mir Eilen Pullover?  
   'Will you buy me ONE jumper?'  
   (lit. 'Will you buy me A jumper?')

2 In the colloquial varieties of German in which *son* is used it is common to reduce its inflected forms. All bisyllabic forms ending in nasals may drop -n- and schwä, yielding either a monosyllabic form or a bisyllabic form with a syllabic -m or -n. This is not a peculiarity of *son*, but may also colloquial speech.
The focused articles in (8) have information structural effects on the questions in which they occur. A simplistic way of stating these effects is to say that by foci-order to come up with relevant alternatives to a focus, the focus must be identifiable. Definiteness ensures identifiability, whereas indefiniteness does not presuppose unequivocal identification. Against this minimal focus-semantic background let us investigate the import of focusing on the sentences in (8). In (8a) the definite token specification is singled out among other possible specifications in the domain of alternatives. In (8b) only the type is singled out as fixed, whereas the token does not really matter: the definite part of the reference is contrasted with other definite possibilities of type, whereas the indefinite token specification which is involved in the information structural effects of reference cannot be considered against the background of alternatives, simply other definite possibilities of type either. So in (8a) and (8b) it is only the definite part of the reference specification which is involved in the information structural effects of definite. The only alternatives that are possible in (8c) are other numbers, and that is another way of saying that Einen as in (8c) is not used as an article, but as a numeral. Thus son conforms perfectly to the focusing pattern of articles: definite reference specifications are considered with regard to alternative values, and indefinite reference specifications do not influence the calculation of alternatives.

5 Co-occurrence restrictions and variation in adjectival inflection

For another argument in favour of the article system proposed here consider what happens if we try to combine son with the other articles. (9a) and (9b) give the possibilities with the sequence son + second article, whereas (9a') and (9b') illustrate the sequences made up of article + son.

(9) a. *son der grünen Pullover
   "such a the green jumper"
   a'. *der son grünen Pullover
   "the such a green jumper"
   b. *son ein grünen Pullover
   "such a a green jumper"
   b'. ein son grüner Pullover
   "one such a green jumper"

It is impossible to combine son with the other articles, except in the case of again has its numeral reading. Accordingly, other numerals would be possible in (9c') where ein and son may combine. This is exactly the string in which ein (9b') provided we change the agreement endings as in (10).

(10) zwei/drei/fünf... son(ne) grünen(n) Pullover
    "two/three/five ... of such green jumpers"

The facts in (9) and (10) fall neatly into place if we assume that son is an article. With son being an article itself, it cannot combine with a second article because there is only one structural position for an article per DP/NP, unless other DPs/NPs are embedded. In the plural, the choice of the agreement pattern of adjectives is determined by the choice between so and son, thereby following a fully systematic pattern of German case marking in DPs/NPs: the case endings appear only once in the string article + adjective. If there is an inflected article preceding the adjective, the article will have the case endings. If no article is present, the adjective will have the respective endings. Son and the other plural forms of son are case-inflected, so the adjectival endings are not distinguished. If so is used as an invariable article in the plural, the adjective bears the required case ending. Thus we maintain the generalization that inflecting articles in German inflect for case, whereas adjectives only do so fully if no inflected article is present. Since son may inflect in the plural or not, the adjectival agreement pattern may also vary accordingly. What we have to give up, though, is the generalization that all articles inflect in the plural.

6 Some possible objections

One might object that the fact that colloquial German fuses so ein into a single article word does not reflect anything substantial. In the end, the distribution of so ein does not seem to differ even minimally from the distribution of son, if we
disregard variants of style, register etc. for the moment. Therefore we might simply be dealing with a case of attrition which may be observed all over the place. Moreover, other function words in nominals or adjacent to them may also display fusional tendencies with regard to the indefinite article, or at least they may turn into virtually grammaticalized collocations. Examples of these two cases are given in (11) and (12).

(11)
Ich seh' da'n Haus. (colloquial)
'I can see a house over there.'

(12)
Der Mann hier/da verkauf't Zigaretten. (colloquial)
'The man here/over there sells cigarettes.'

In (11) the indefinite article is shortened to 'n, and it is criticized to adverbial da 'there', yielding a structure which looks similar to the fusion of so ein to son. However, since da'n is not a constituent it does, for instance, not appear as part of a nominal in the forefield. The article son being a constituent, the NPs/DPs in which it is used are not subject to any such restrictions. Therefore son and da'n are syntactically not comparable and the NP/DP-internal fusion remains special. Another objection may be illustrated by (12). In this sentence the definiteness of the subject is semantically augmented by information about deictic proximity: der Mann hier is the one close to the speaker, and der Mann da the one not close to the speaker. One might claim now that der N hier/da are grammaticalized discontinuous articles which, apart from definiteness, also signal deictic proximity. This analysis receives some support from the fact that the older German lexical distinction of the category of deictic proximity with demonstratives, i.e. dieser vs. jener, has, at least in less formal speech, completely been replaced by d(i)eser hier and d(i)eser da. Therefore, hier and da may be taken to renovate a stable category of German nominal expressions. Again, if son and so ein have the same distribution, what should be special about the fusion of so ein to son compared to the - incidentally discontinuous - articles der N hier and der N da? We think differences exist with respect to obligatoricification on the side of linguistic expression, and with respect to vagueness vs. enforced decision among semantic categories on the side of the content. Note first that, although der N hier or der N da may be frequently used ways of ensuring correct reference, it is never inappropriate to use only the article and the noun; hier and da just add something to the meaning of the NP/DP, thereby narrowing down the domain to which the relevant referent belongs. On the other hand, so ein or son does not just narrow down the meaning of the indefinite article, it introduces a whole new dimension, namely that of a necessarily two-dimensional reference classification.

Consider the following example: you want to buy a jumper, and the shop assistant shows you a selection of different jumpers for you to choose from. In order to say which jumper you have decided to buy, both (13a) and (13b) are good answers; (13c), however, almost amounts to an insult (this point was, less explicitly, already made above with respect to example (6b)).

(13)
(a. (While pointing at the desired jumper)
Ich möchte DEN Pullover.
'I want THIS jumper.' (lit.: 'I want THE jumper.')

(b. (While pointing at a jumper which is a token of the type you want to buy)
Ich möchte SOLCH einen/SONen Pullover.
'I want a jumper like THIS.' (more lit.: 'I want SUCH a jumper.')

c. Ich möchte einen Pullover.
'I want a jumper.'

Thus, so ein or son is not just a more specific, and thereby unequivocal, variant of the indefinite article, it is something different. We may also say that the situations in which so ein or son may be used are not a subset of the situations in which the indefinite article may be used, otherwise (13c) should be fine.

7 Evidence from some other languages

In this section we briefly survey translational equivalents of German son in other languages. The comparison with other Indo-European languages of Europe shows that some languages have article-like forms of comparable distribution and function. A look at the translational equivalent of son + N in Mandarin Chinese directly supports our main claim concerning the meaning of son. The typical picture which emerges if we consider other Indo-European languages is the following: the closest translational equivalents of German son come in cognate pairs with corresponding interrogative pronouns. The relevant pair in German is welcher - so ein 'which - such'. In this section, we will refer to the class of cognates and/or functional (near-)equivalents of so ein as TALS-operators. All of these Indo-European pairs are etymologically related, unless an old form has been replaced. This is, for instance, the case in Swedish, where the archaic TALS-operator slik, corresponding to interrogative vilken, has to a large extent been replaced by sådan. Cognate pairs from other European languages include Russian kakoj - takoj, Lithuanian koks - toks, Latin qualis - talis, French quel - tel, or Portuguese/Spanish qual/cual - tal. The exact distribution of these elements varies slightly from language to language, but it will not discuss the meaning of interrogatives like welcher 'which' in this paper. For German and English, the semantic generalizations which are usually stated concerning these question words seem to support our hypothesis. Questions with which as a question word ask for a referent of some preestablished set or sort, i.e. for a token of a definite type (cf. Heidolph et al. 1981: 657 ff. for an analysis of German welcher). If more languages are taken into consideration the situation is getting more complex, in Latin, for instance, the function of qualis equals that of German welcher. The cognate forms of the TALS-operator have a more constant meaning across Indo-European languages and we will not be concerned with the differences among the interrogative forms any further here.
with the major distinction being whether the non-interrogative member of each pair may be used in the syntactic position of the article if the language under consideration has articles at all. Russian, like most other Slavonic languages, does not have articles, so the question whether takoj is an article or not does not arise. Languages with a distribution of the TALIS-operator similar to German include at least Portuguese and Spanish. Although Portuguese and Spanish have an indefinite article, it does not appear in phrases that are translational equivalents of son-phrase; consider (14) (recall that ein son Mann as in (14a) does have a good reading, but then ein is a numeral, and not an indefinite article).

(14)  
- a. coll. German (*ein) son Mann 'a man like that'
- b. Portuguese (*um) tal homem
- c. Spanish (*un) tal hombre
- d. Italian (*un) tale uomo
- e. French (*un) tel homme

Colloquial German differs from French and Italian in the relevant respect, but it patterns with Spanish and Portuguese, so the fact that a language should have an article which combines the semantics of definite type and indefinite token is not completely unheard of. For an argument which immediately underpins our semantic generalization concerning the meaning of German son let us turn to Mandarin Chinese. Mandarin does not have European-style articles, but its demonstratives and the numeral yi—'one' are, at least in many contexts, used just as articles in other languages. It is a well-known fact that Mandarin is a classifier language. This means that if numerals or demonstratives are to be combined with nouns, a special measure word or classifier must be inserted between the demonstrative/nominal and the noun, because all nouns in Mandarin are (lexically) either collective or mass nouns. The exact mechanisms of this system are highly controversial, but this discussion is irrelevant to the point we would like to make here. The examples in (15) illustrate two relevant uses of classifiers.

(15)  
- a. yi-jian  
  1-CLASSIFIER maoyi jumper
  'a/one jumper'
  b. zhei-zhong  
  this-CLASSIFIER:kind maoyi
  'this kind of jumper'

(15a.) is a straightforward case which does not need much explanation apart from the note on the use of classifiers above. In (15b.) a special classifier for type reference is used. Using the demonstrative of (15b.) in (15a.) or using the numeral of (15a.) in (15b.) would also yield grammatical results. Now see what happens when we translate son into Chinese:

(16)  
Wo xiang yao yi-jian zhei-zhong maoyi.†  
'I want a CLASSIFIER this-CLASSIFIER:kind jumper'  
'I want a jumper like this/this kind.' ('Ich will son Pullover.')

The type of object nominal in (16) is a merger of (15a.) and (15b.): reference to an indefinite token is made, just as in (15a.), and reference to a definite type is made just as in (15b.). What (16) shows is that in Chinese German son may be rendered by a complex expression which contains markers for definite type reference and indefinite token reference. This is exactly what our analysis of son predicts for a language in which no specialized article for this kind of reference exists.

8 Conclusion

We think that the points in sections 2 through 6 taken together constitute enough evidence for a treatment of the colloquial German article system in terms of a tripartite division, instead of the traditional bipartite one. The third article is son, and it characterizes the nominal in which it appears as making indefinite reference to a token of a definite type.

This, as depicted in table 7, yields a less redundant system in which three different articles cover the same common possibilities which result from having the dimension of (in)definiteness interact with the dimension of the type-token distinction.

Table 7

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TOKEN</th>
<th>DEFINITE</th>
<th>INDEFINITE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEFINITE</td>
<td>der, die, das</td>
<td>son, sone, son</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDEFINITE</td>
<td>ein, eine, ein</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We have remained neutral as to whether the fourth logical possibility, reference to a definite token of an indefinite kind, is also a possibility of real-language reference or whether the arrangement in table 7 should rather be changed into a hierarchy as alluded to in section 2.

† Another version of (16) preferred by some speakers is We xiang yao yi-jian zhei-zhong de maoyi. The use of the attributive class-fide renders this version structurally more complex and less comparable, so we have decided in favour of the simpler version.
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